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ABSTRACT
Results of the design pressure test carried out on Pickering Reactor Building # 1 during late 1992
showed that the leakage rate of the building was close to the safety analysis value of 2.7%
contained mass per hour at the design pressure of 41.4 kPa(g) and was significantly higher than
that reported after the previous test conducted in the spring of 1987. This unexpected finding
initiated the longest and the most comprehensive containment leakage investigation ever
undertaken by Ontario Hydro. A thorough investigation of leakage behaviour by repeated testing,
inspections, leak search and analysis was launched. The extensive leak search effort included
items such as: leak source detection by soap solution application, use of ultrasonic detectors,
fogging and tracer gas techniques, systematic systems isolation, thermal imaging of the exterior,
and quantification of leak sites by flowmeter and bagging. Using a specially designed volumetric
technique, the root cause of the problem was finally confirmed as being due to 'pressure
dependent laminar leakage' through the hairline cracks in the dome concrete. Structural analysis
indicated that the thermal gradients and pressure loading combined to cause the cracking early in
the stucture's operating history and that overall structural integrity has not been compromised.
Leakage rate analysis using a new fluid mechanics model augmented by the effect of thermal
strains indicated that the leakage could be significantly less under certain transient temperature
gradient conditions. Several options for repairing the dome were considered by a
multidisciplinary' team and it was finally decided to apply a specially engineered multilayer
elastomenc coating to the exterior concrete surface. When the unit was re-tested in October
1993, a dramatic ten-fold improvement in leakage rate (down to 0.25%/h at design pressure) was
observed. This is lower than even the commissioning results and comparable to the performance
of newer units.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

In the fall of 1992 a routine pressure test of the reactor building of Pickering Unit #1 initiated the
longest and most comprehensive containment leakage investigation ever undertaken by Ontario
Hydro. This paper outlines the test experiences, methods used to diagnose the problem, the
leakage behaviour of this structure before and after repair and summarizes the lessons learned.
Many individuals in Pickering Operations group, Pickering Engineering, Research Division and
Nuclear Support Services groups were involved in this investigation and their substantial efforts
are acknowledged.

The purpose of this paper is to explain how a new containment leakage characteristic was
uncovered, to share leak search experience and other lessons learned, and to describe the various
analytical efforts undertaken to understand the nature of the problem and its behaviour.
Background information for this reactor unit will be outlined followed by the leak search efforts.
Structural analysis work to understand the causes of the problem and the factors affecting leakage
rate is then summarized. Thermal gradient analyses to investigate how leakage rate is affected
by recent local conditions and the implications on other units are also discussed.

A related paper [1] discusses the repair requirements and laboratory test program that led to the
implementation of a repair.

2. BACKGROUND

Pickering generating station consists of 4 'A' units and 4 'B' units, each 540 MWe, connected to a
common Pressure Relief duct. This duct is connected to a large Vacuum Building (Figure 1) by
means of pressure actuated relief valves. Each unit is isolated from the duct by a bulkhead
equipped with blow-out panels. In the event of an overpressure incident, the pressure rise in the
accident unit is relieved to the Vacuum Building through the duct. The reactor building is rapidly
drawn subatmospheric at which point the pressure relief valves close, The CANDU Vacuum
Building concept results in containments with lower design pressures and much less stringent
leakage rate targets than other containment concepts.

The Reactor Building (RB) is a reinforced concrete, epoxy lined structure enclosing the primary
heat transport and secondary systems up to the boiler blowdown lines in a volume of 51,000 m3.
It contains approximately 300 penetrations and has a design pressure of 41.4 kPa(g) (6 psig).
Unit #1 was Ontario Hydro's first large power production unit. It was built in 1968 and
commissioned in 1970. A safety analysis leakage rate value of 2.7% contained mass at design



pressure has been historically established for all 'A' units. Operational targets are set at 1%/h.
Peak pressures resulting from primary system breaks are about 1/2 of design pressure and those
from secondary side breaks (with much lower radiological consequences) about 2/3 of design
pressure.

From the inaugural commissioning test and until the recent repair program was completed, Unit
#1 had exhibited the highest leakage of any unit. Also the leakage rate was considerably worse at
design pressure than would be expected from the low pressure results. This behaviour is evident
to some extent in all Pickering 'A' units, as shown in Figure 2. This figure also gives a
comparison to aggregate Pickering *B' containment leakage results. (The Pickering 'B' magnitudes
and shape are similar to that observed in commissioning tests of Bruce 'A' and 'B' and Darlington
stations). Commissioning leak search observations noted concrete cracking in the region of the
dome plug as well as leaks around boiler blowdown penetrations and the fuel transfer elevator.

Figure 3 gives more details of the reactor building and dome region in particular. The significant
dimensions and areas of interest will be discussed later in the structural assessment section.

3. SEQUENCE OF EVENTS AND LEAK SEARCH METHODS

The in-service pressure test results of September 1992 revealed several problems. Higher than
expected leakage (compared to the previous tests) was measured at the lower intermediate
pressure (2 psig) and much higher at design pressure. Two problem areas were quickly diagnosed
and temporary repairs were put in place. These involved: 1) cracks around the boiler blowdown
line penetration ( attributed to line movement induced fatigue). A reinforced design was
implemented, and 2) readily resolved leaks in the temporary test bulkhead that isolated unit #1
from the other units. Although these measures substantially reduced the leakage at lower
pressures (< 2 psig), a leakage component remained that rapidly escalated as the pressure
increased.

These findings set off a massive effort to locate and understand the nature of the problem. These
efforts were led by Pickering Operations staff with assistance primarily from Research Division.
The following list encompasses both the various standard techniques used by Ontario Hydro and
as well as some novel ones that were employed, along with relevant comments on findings:

• Attempts to quantify all known penetration leaks. Leak location was primarily via soap
solution behaviour and quantification by enshrouding the site in a well sealed bag and
passing the gas through a mass flowmeter It was noted that the soap technique was
enhanced in the dome region for a time when it rained. One conclusion from this effort is
that quantification of leak sites by soap solution behaviour may be suitable for single point
sources, but it was misleading for planar sources covering a large area.

• System-by-system isolation checks on all internal systems. The response of internal pressure
of systems such as cover gas and water levels in systems such as the dump tank was noted
while the building was pressurized. Virtually every system engineer at site was involved in



checking their system for potential leakpaths.

Unit isolation checks. This initially involved reconfirming standard interspace test results on
button-up valves and airlocks. It was later followed by box-up of other station units and
monitoring their pressure along with the common pressure relief duct for any signs of
interunit leakage.

Detailed visual inspection of wall and dome surface area. This included microscopic
examination of identified concrete cracks at rest and at pressure.

Injection of tracer gases (dilute ethylene, 2.7% in nitrogen) followed by air sample analysis
with chromatographs and photo-ionization detectors. This technique had only been
previously used at our Bruce stations in response to the challenges associated with leak
searching a large multiunit station. For this single unit application, several promising areas
were uncovered and repaired, although the magnitude did not amount to what was being
sought. Minor leakpaths that were uncovered included collection line paths to the RB
service water system and fuel transfer system via the elevator spray header. Also, existing
reactor building tritium was used as a tracer to confirm the ethylene findings or indicate
other areas. In general the tritium was more difficult to interpret due to background levels
around the unit. After a few days the ethylene became less useful because it started showing
up everywhere, but in very small concentrations.

Internal checks using smoke tubes and a commercial fogging device (which generates a
glycol fog). Smoke was difficult to use internally due to use of air supplied plastic suits. It
was still used for checking many internal systems and fittings. The commercial fogging
device showed general flow patterns only and could give misleading results due to fan
operation or thermally induced convection patterns.

Hand-held ultrasonic detectors. These detectors utilize parabolic reflectors to enhance the
signal and have proven effective in detecting small turbulent leak for distances of about
10m and pressures above 14 kPag. Another acoustic application is internal isolation
bulkhead checks by placing microphones in the pressure relief duct. Acoustic methods were
difficult to carry out internally due to the noise from air supplied plastic suits. They have
proved useful in other tests for penetration and isloation bulkhead leaks.

Room by room isolation coupled with intervolume pressure monitoring using digital quartz
manometers. It was hoped that as soon as closing a given subvolume, these very sensitive
devices would indicate a divergence for the volume with the leak. Although some
interesting trends were apparently seen whenever a small change was made in a room, they
were not reproducible and the technique was considered to be inconclusive in the end.

Monitoring of service water tritium. This was an indicator of small leaks into plant process
systems. Values measured were extremely small and dilution factors were difficult to assess.
The maximum magnitude estimated was insufficient to warrant concern.

Plant effluent ground water monitoring. Some time after the first test a rise in the tritium



concentration in monitoring sumps located around the unit was noted. This raised some
concern over the possibility of basement to ground leakpaths. However the effect was not
reproducible under subsequent tests and dilution factors were even more difficult to
estimate. (These observations were later related to water on rainy days picking up slight
amounts of tritium from the dome region when the unit was pressurized).

• Thermal imaging of the exterior. These devices were more routinely used for heat loss
studies. Results were difficult to interpret because of lack of base case images of known
heat sources. It also did not work well on diffuse sources.

* Flooding of interior sumps and lower level floors. Coupled with varying the local water
table this was used to assess if leakage through the slab was possible. No measurable
change was ever noticed.

Follow-up of many false leads and elimination of those leak sources uncovered by the above
techniques had still not revealed the source of the main problem after a period of several weeks.
It was then decided to revisit a known problem area, the dome region, using a volumetric
technique involving precalibrated bag inflation at very low pressure differentials. The advantage
of this technique was that it differed in measurement principle from the flowmeter apparatus that
had been tried previously. The flowmeter was normally used for lower flowrates and typically
around penetrations. In this application it built up back pressure that prevented good sealing
(important for a valid measurement) on a porous surface. In contrast, the time for partial inflation
of a light bag is simpler and did not build up backpressure. A random sample of a dozen
measurements over the surface of the dome was made by this technique at 3 different pressure
levels. The results showed much higher leakage than had previously been estimated for this
region. Moreover, the overall magnitude and the dramatic change in the measurements as the
building pressure was reduced (illustrated in Figure 4) provided conclusive evidence that the
nature of the problem was pressure dependent cracks in the dome region.

4. STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT

In order to better understand the reasons for the observed cracking and to ensure design
requirements for any planned repair would be complete, an analysis of the dome region was
undertaken by C. Alexander and G.X. Li of the Structural Analysis unit of Nuclear Technology
Services. This section also mentions some of the relevant inspection findings.

The reinforced concrete of the dome region was designed using the working strength method with
the concrete assumed to have negligible tensile strength. The building was proof tested to 25%
over its design pressure of 6 psig. The structure itself is 44.5 m (146 feet) in diameter. The
vertical walls are 1.2 m (48 inches) thick and the top tapers from 0.6 m (24 inches) at the
"springline" (where the wall connects to the dome) to 0.46 m (18 inches) at the dome plug. There
are two construction joints in the dome (Refer to Figure 3).

Inspections of the dome cracks on Unit # 1 have shown them to be extremely fine (at the limit of



a crack microscope and only visible under pressure) and are aligned in a radial and
circumferential gnd-like pattern (Figure 5). Significant cracking was observed on Unit # 1 to a
point 1.5m (5 feet) beyond the first construction joint. Concrete core samples show that all units
meet specifications but the compressive strength of the concrete mixes used in Unit #1 is
noticeably lower (up to 25%) than the other units. The improvement in the other units is
attributed to finer aggregate and improved procedures based on the lessons learned from the first
unit. In spite of the cracks, the concrete was found to be in good condition with evidence of
surface weathering indicating their presence for a long time and little evidence of carbonation
penetration. On the inside, fine cracks in the relatively brittle epoxy coating were also seen in the
dome region although observations at pressure were not possible.

Finite element modelling of the dome using the ABAQUS computer code formed the basis for
this analytical work. The principal findings were that concrete crack widths and extent on the
dome surface were sensitive to concrete strength and to temperature gradients in the dome. The
closure plug at the centre of the dome introduces a stress concentration, resulting analytically in
radial cracking adjacent to the plug at proof test pressure, consistent with commissioning
observations for unit # 1. The internal to external temperature variation (up to 50° C) occuring
through the 18" thickness of the dome was found to be capable of producing external surface
cracking (radial and circumferential) similar to that observed on the unit # 1 dome.

Lower concrete tensile strength for the Unit # 1 dome was found analytically to result in crack
widths and crack patterns in the area surrounding the dome plug similar in extent to those
observed on the dome. Higher concrete tensile strengths, consistent with core samples, led to
more limited radial cracking similar to the dome cracking noted on the other units. Analytically
predicted crack widths and profiles through the dome thickness were used in defining test
requirements for coating materials and leakage rate analysis of Unit #1.

Although concrete cracking is predicted from the analysis, in no case did the reinforcing steel
stresses exceed design allowable. As well, elastic response of the structure was noticed from both
the leakage rate results and inspections after repeated testing done during the 1992 leak search
phase.

5. LEAKAGE RATE ANALYSIS WITH THERMAL GRADIENT

5.1 Fluid Mechanics

In order to explain the unusual shape of the leakage vs pressure curve and to assess the reasons
for very different leakage results in earlier tests, a fluid mechanics model was developed. The
standard geometries adopted for leakage modelling are laminar flow through parallel plates and
turbulent flow through and equivalent orifice [2J. Constant flow area is normally assumed. Figure
6 gives the basic form of these leakage models and graphs illustrating their appearance on a
leakage rate vs pressure plot. Leakage is linearly related to pressure for laminar flow and related
by a square root relation for turbulent flow (density variations are accounted in the final model
but alter the shapes only slightly at these modest pressures). However, to model the increasing



leakage area with pressure, a new model was developed. The new model allows for laminar
constant area flow up to the pressure at which the dome goes into tension (ie, deadweight is
overcome by pressure). This is approximately 12 -15 kpag (2 psig). Beyond this pressure the
effective crack width is allowed to linearly increase with pressure corresponding to elastic
behaviour of the rebar. In equation form the model for the pressure dependent component is:

L = C , W 3 A P , where W = Wo + c2 A P for P > 12 kpag
where,
L = mass leakage rate,
P = pressure (variable),
W = crack width (variable), and
c, ,c2 = constants (incorporating fluid properties and leakpath depth and length).

Fully open effective crack width, W, was found for Unit # 1 to be approximately 0.1 mm.
Closed effective width, Wo, is about 0.03 mm. The rapid escalation in leakage is due to the large
area involved and the fact that laminar leakage increases with the cube of the width. In relating
actual crack sizes to the effective widths in slabs of this nature, experiments done for Civil
Research have typically shown that the exit width may have to be twice as large to give the same
flow. This is attributed to the fact that the flow path is not between parallel plates (as given by
the equations), but is in reality more complex and tortuous.

Another preliminary observation is that of hysteresis effect seen in some Pickering 'A' tests in
which the measured leakage at lower pressures is lower on the way up to design pressure than
that measured on the way down. This may be due to needing the higher pressure to overcome
any autogenous healing that may have occurred in the dome cracks or that the debris and dust
that have accumulated in the cracks has to be blown out of the tortuous leakpath.

5.2 Thermal Analysis

An extension to the fluid mechanics analysis incorporates thermal strains that affect the leakpath.
These were calculated by a heat transfer model using the finite difference technique to model the
transient behaviour of the concrete slab. Weather data from Environment Canada was obtained
over a 10 year timeframe and worse case conditions were assessed. A 95% confidence interval
was chosen which results in the maximum diurnal ambient temperature fluctuation to be a 13° C
gain or a 15 ° C drop. The time constant (defined as the time for the centerline temperature to
change 2/3 of the way to its steady state condition) for a concrete slab of this thickness was
determined to be 15 hours. A neutral condition was then defined as being the temperature
gradient with no thermal strain along the flow path. A range of 10 to 25 " C was assumed for
this 'normal' gradient based on possible conditions experienced by the concrete slab early on.
Hypothetical crack profiles were then generated to reflect the thermal strain induced by these
maximum diurnal transients and the leakage rate computed. Standard concrete properties and
thermal expansion coefficients (which are similar for concrete and steel, at about 1.0E-5 /" C)
were used in this analysis. The transient temperature effect was superimposed on a starting
configuration of the crack which was taken from the stress analysis predictions at design pressure.



Figure 7 shows the simplified physical model and some results for actual test dates. The effect of
a single rebar (there are actually two) was a simplifying assumption since the intent was only to
assess whether expected thermal strains could significantly alter the leakage. Conditions
experienced for these two dates were very different. In particular, there was a rapid heat up in
the days and hours leading up to the 1987 test which the model predicts is sufficient to
effectively close the outside of the cracks. It should be recalled that flow is proportional to the
cube of the width in laminar flow. Hence the contribution to overall pressure drop of any such
constriction is magnified. The impact of the maximum diurnal fluctuations on leakage of the
pressure dependent component (only) was found to be about +5 and -50%. Since the minimum
area controls most of the pressure drop it is much easier to effectively close a crack than it is to
open it (which is governed by the re-bar).

This model was then applied to other units where some cracking was observed. However, only
the shorter radial cracks (associated with the dome plug) were observed on the other 'A' units.
Because the pressure dependent contribution is relatively less (about 4- 5 times fewer cracks and
slightly narrower cracks) the maximum impact is only 1/6 of the operational target (with most of
the variability in the negative direction).

Changes in the design bases for the Pickering 'B' units necessitated about twice the amount of
reinforcing steel in this region. As well, the dome plug has continuous reinforcement, thus
avoiding stress concentration. As expected, no such cracking is predicted, nor has any been
observed on the 'B' units.

6. OUTCOME

To return original design margins to Unit #1 a major engineering repair program was undertaken
to identify repair methods that would meet the unique requirement for such leakpaths. The
aforementioned analysis and inspection results were prerequisites to defining the requirements and
tests needed to prove the repair.

Several options for repairing the dome were considered, and it was finally decided to apply a
multilayer elastomeric coating (polyurethane type) to the exterior concrete surface. A multi-
discipline task force worked on a very tight schedule to define the requirements, sift through
options, select the product, devise and practice procedures and finally implement the solution.
This program and the coating are described in Reference 1. When the unit was re-tested in
October 1993 a dramatic tenfold improvement in leakage rate was observed! The leakage was
reduced from 2.7%/h at design pressure as measured in 1992, to 0.25%/h in 1993 (see Figure 8).
Not only had the pressure dependent component been eliminated but a lot of the base laminar
leakage reduced as well (thanks to the coating effectiveness for the dome region and to the
extensive leak search efforts on other systems and components early in the program). In fact this
is lower than original commissioning result and comparable to the performance of the newer
units.



7. CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED

The extensive tests and leak search efforts, the aforementioned analytical efforts, as well as the
resulting repair program and retesting have indicated the following:

* The dome region, known to be a potential problem since commissioning and in all
subsequent in-service tests, was the main cause of the high leakage at design pressure.
The leakage behaviour of the structure was effectively modelled by laminar and turbulent
leakage models. In the dome region an additional pressure dependent laminar leakage term
had to be added to reflect the crack behaviour once the reinforced concrete went into
tension (pressure exceeded deadweight) in the dome region.

• The leakage behaviour (in the high pressure region) can change significantly depending
upon the (thermal) conditions seen by these cracks. Even at peak pressure, strains
inducted by thermal gradients can almost close these cracks along a portion of the leak
path.

• All previous techniques and a new list of leak search techniques were developed 'on the
spot' to address the problem. Even those that were unable to contribute to this problem
yielded valuable experience that may be applied in the future.

• Structural integrity was never compromised. Other Pickering 'A' units have cracking in
this region but of much less magnitude (at least 4 times fewer cracks). These will be
closely monitored. No such problem exists in Pickering 'B' or other Ontario Hydro stations
due to design differences. Other units remain below target leakage rate values.

• The results of the repair program using a multilayer engineered elastomeric coating
eliminated the source of the problem.
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Figure 1. Sketch of Pickering Nuclear Generating Station (8x540MWe CANDU)
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Figure 2. Comparison of Averaged Pickering Commissioning
Leakage Rate Results
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Figure 3. Reactor Building Detail
(Insert: Plan view of dome showing concrete segments)
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Figure 4. Comparison of Volumetric Sample Results With Overall Building
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Figure 5. Picture of Unit #1 Reactor Building Dome Region in 1992 Test
Illustrating Crack Pattern (Photo by: E. McColm, Civil Research)



Fundamental Situations are:

A. LAMINAR LEAKAGE
Molecular flow = > energy dissipated by molecule colliding with path wall
Governing equation is Hagen-Poiseuille equation for crack flow:

L = c b_w3 e A P
d u

B. TURBULENT LEAKAGE
Viscous flow = > energy dissipated by molecules colliding with each other
Governing equation is Orifice Equation:

Where

L = c A V p A P

L = Mass leakage rate, kg/hr c= numerical constant
P= Pressure, kPa p= density u = viscosity
A= Area, b = length, w = width, d = depth
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Figure 6. Fluid Mechanic Equations Governing Containment Leakage With
Graphical Examples Relevant to Pickering Unit 1.



Case A Pressure Only (Isothermal) Case B. With Increasing Interior and Exterior Temperature

From stress analysis
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Figure 7 a). Thermal Gradient Analysis - Illustration of Simplifed Model
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Figure 7 b) Temperature Gradient Predictions For Two Test Dates, and
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